Oryx
November 11, 2019 New Mexico
Thessalonians 5:11 “Therefore encourage one another and build each other up…”
Shortly after wrapping up Robin’s successful oryx hunt it was time for my own.
But first we needed to squeeze in a kiddo cow elk hunt in northern New Mexico. Robin
and my friend Brian’s three kids had all drawn tags. Our families had been looking forward
to a slightly more relaxing hunt, as we had a warm house lined up without the challenges
typically associated with late season camping.
In brief we had done our homework and had a pretty good feel for elk travel patterns, so
opening morning found us posted up before daylight a couple hundred yards apart. Robin
had been tied up at a swimming meet until late the night before and was unable to join the
rest of the crew opening morning. She had texted “Good luck and God bless” to our crew.
As we sat cloaked in darkness we heard cows chirping and bulls bugling nearby. Brian
sat with his two boys, while I sat with his daughter (Robin had intended to join us).
Shortly after daylight we heard 2 shots from the boys’ direction and assumed they had
tagged out. I texted Brian for a status report and it turned out Caleb, the eldest, had
downed a cow but the other shot was from a hunter, which boogered the chances for
Colton, the youngest. I encouraged Cadence to keep her eyes peeled. Soon thereafter
Brian telephoned to discuss options. I inquired whether we should go help butcher, or sit
tight. Suddenly I spied two cows heading our way and with a quick “Gotta go, cows
coming!” I helped Cadence prepare. She kept her cool as they approached and when
one turned broadside at about 40-yards she dropped it with a perfect shot! Just like that
we had 2 cows on the ground opening morning. Had Robin been sitting with us she would
have dropped number 3 because the second loitered long enough for another shot.
Cadence was elated and when I called Brian back he couldn’t believe our fortune.
We had our work cut out for us, literally, but packed both cows to the truck and returned
to our cabin for a late lunch and to get Robin geared up to join Colton for the evening hunt.
We returned to the same general area and elected to sit together to make it more fun,
even though it reduced the area we could cover. All was quiet as the evening progressed.
Colton was engrossed in a comic book and Robin waited patiently, and of course both
kids snacked. We were seated on a small rise with the kids facing opposite directions to
cover both drainages. Secretly Robin and I had agreed to let Colton get a shot since he
had never killed an elk and our own freezers were bursting (although after the morning’s
hunt Brian told us they would need to buy another freezer!)
As daylight waned it seemed the evening would be a bust. Suddenly Robin whispered
“Dad, DAD!” I turned to see a cow ease into Robin’s shooting lane, perhaps 60-yards
away. Robin was on it and had it dead to rights, but held off. I quickly nudged Brian and
whispered for him to get Colton turned around. Brian began rearranging but implored
Robin to shoot. The cow took a step and I halted it with a cow chirp. It was a rodeo getting
Colton spun around and his rifle onto shooting sticks but finally he was pointed the right
direction and I whispered for him to shoot if he could. Boom! Cow #3 down! We waited
until dark but no more elk appeared. Brian chided Robin for not shooting, but she
responded she had held off in case more followed and when it became apparent only one
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was present she wanted Colton to have it. Colton was thrilled and appreciative to take his
first elk and Robin became the heroine of that encounter.
We packed out Colton’s cow and held a dual-family celebration dinner. The next morning
Brian, Robin and I headed out to try and find a cow for her. We crossed tracks in the snow
and held hope but ultimately didn’t turn up anything. Robin decided it had been a
tremendously successful family hunt, and school and swimming were calling her back
home, so with no pressure to put another one ing the freezer we packed up and headed
for home that afternoon. Three cows for four kids: it really doesn’t get much better!

Caleb’s huge cow

Cadence and her delicious young cow
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Colton with his first elk – we chuckled at his insistence of the cold-weather “ninja” pose!

With an amazing kids’ hunt in the books, Brian and I left the following weekend to find an
oryx for me. It had been over fifteen years since I last held a tag and I had been looking
forward to another crack at them.
We chit-chatted as the miles rolled past. Brian shared a funny story: he told Colton he
planned to play guide on my oryx hunt for the weekend: Colton scoffed and retorted “Carl
doesn’t need a guide!”
Our trip began by departing Albuquerque over an hour later than planned (business as
usual). I had retired my trusty Tacoma at 333K miles and got a “new” one with only 103K
miles, which would serve as our steed for the next few days. As we departed Albuquerque
I detected a faint ticking noise but I couldn’t be certain as I wasn’t yet in tune with the new
rig. A little north of Socorro I definitely felt something along with a slight hiccup at the
steering wheel. We pulled over for a quick look and checked the lug nuts but couldn’t
determine anything out of the ordinary. By Socorro it was apparent something was wrong
and I slowed. We crept into town for fuel and dinner. We rolled down the windows, stuck
our heads into the frigid blast and eyeballed the tires. Brian said everything looked fine
on his side, but the driver’s side front tire seemed to wobble in my watering vision.
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We took a closer look at a gas station and the tire appeared to have a bulging ripple in the
tread. After fueling, I rolled slowly and Brian confirmed something was way out of round.
We pulled into Sonic, ordered dinner, yanked off the wheel and installed the spare. The
oversized tire wouldn’t fit below where the spare resided so we had to juggle gear inside
the shell to cram in the dud rubber. By the time our food arrived the hop noted we had
been dorking around for quite some time. All we could do was shrug and chuckle.
With that behind us we jumped into the cab to munch food and reconnoiter. I presented
two options: continue on without a spare or return home to retry another day. Brian shared
my view that it wouldn’t be an adventure if we didn’t push on! Someday our outlook may
come back to bite us, but it was encouraging to have a partner unafraid of a little risk.
We arrived at our intended campsite without further incident and quickly drifted off with
plans to begin glassing at first light. We were in the vicinity of where Robin had killed hers
just a month prior, so I was hopeful.
The following morning dawned clear and cold. We bundled up and headed for a rise from
which to glass and watch the day begin. Eventually I spotted a group of 5 oryx on private
land. They were angling toward us so we believed they might cross onto public and
become fair game. However, when they hit the decrepit barbed wire fence delineating the
boundary they turned and paralleled it. I assumed they were just looking for an easier
place to cross and followed their progress through my glass. After following the fence for
more than a mile it became apparent they had only been toying with us, and they angled
away following a drainage where they bedded in some thick brush.

Oryx barely on the “wrong” side of the fence
Try as we might we failed to locate any more oryx that first day, so it was back to camp
for a warm fire and hot meals cooked over the coals. Brian proclaimed we would find one
the morrow.
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Fire and a meal – tough to beat
The second day began as a repeat of the first, complete with the same 5 oryx tracing the
same fence line. Their body language again suggested a desire to cross, and they
frequently held up along the wire, milled about, knocked horns, and backtracked, before
continuing along the fence. Brian was ready to give up on them and move on, but just
about the time he convinced me I spotted the smallest of the group on our side of the
fence! Hopeful the others would follow his lead, we noted landmarks as best we could
and headed toward him.
During our progress we watched his four compadres retreat up a small slope and bed
beside some brush instead of following under the fence. Given the only oryx we had a
crack at was small I wasn’t exactly gung ho to kill him with a rifle so committed to stalking
with my bow. Brian followed closely as my gun bearer in case something went awry or a
bruiser appeared. Despite identifying a massive mesquite tree as a landmark from our
vantage a mile distant, when we reached the vicinity we couldn’t locate the snag. Finally
we agreed on a potentially correct tree, despite it having seemed so obvious earlier. Our
main problem was a herd of cattle bedded nearby.
As we crept ahead one lively calf jumped to its feet and charged through the bushes. The
adult cows simply rose and stared, but that frisky calf blew our opportunity by blowing out
the bedded oryx. We had gotten within 80 yards but he was instantly swallowed by brush.
It didn’t break my heart, as our close-range glimpse confirmed he was only an immature
bull. Still I would have been thrilled to take him with my bow and it was unfortunate the
half-wild cattle behaved so skittishly.
We retreated to a rise and went back to the binos. Early afternoon I spotted a nice bull
oryx pacing behind the fence but he disappeared behind a ridge. Thirty minutes later he
reappeared in legal territory and we hustled to close the distance. Ultimately we lost him
and spent an hour unsuccessfully searching. Upon giving up we crossed his fresh tracks
and opted to follow since he didn’t have much of a lead. His route meandered for half a
mile and was relatively easy to follow, although a few areas with firm sand and thicker
grass challenged us. Eventually his tracks veered toward private land and I figured it was
over. Curious if we would find a well-worn crossing under the fence, we continued, but
were surprised to find the tracks turn and parallel the fence up a small rise. Hoping to spy
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the bull again, we crept to the top of the hill only to discover the bull’s tracks hooked back
in the direction from which he had come.
Frustrated and curious, we followed until we reached a fresh bed less than a hundred
yards downwind of his original trail we had been tracking. Freshly churned hoof marks
evidenced his sprint away. The wise critter had made a big fishhook before bedding where
he could see and smell his back trail. Despite no African lions or any other predator that
posed much of a threat in NM, somewhere in his DNA the bull was designed to avoid
danger. He had duped us, making good his escape after we had passed and our backs
were turned toward him. Drat!
The prior day I had mixed up a fresh bottle of electrolyte drink only to discover it missing
from my pack when I reached to take my first swig. As we meandered through the
monotonous terrain toward my truck things appeared vaguely familiar so veered slightly
based on a hunch. Sure enough in less than 50 yards we crossed our tracks from the
previous day and my full bottle lay chilled in the shade where it had fallen as I donned my
pack. I teased Brian and told him I hadn’t felt like carrying extra water so stashed it the
day before! Despite my chiding, given the featureless terrain we had little doubt the Lord
had steered us to it. Brian encouraged me that if the Lord could lead us to a water bottle
He could certainly lead us to an oryx.
Despite modest action over the past couple of days Brian and I were ready for a change
of scenery so opted to move to a different area for the evening. We drove to a likely
location, donned our backpacks and headed into the desert. In nearly 2 miles of walking
we didn’t cross a single oryx track and the area was shaping up to be a bust. We ended
our outbound trek atop a ridge that sloped down onto a vast private ranch. It proved to be
a good vantage but we didn’t’ turn up any game. Finally I turned my glass to a huge herd
of “cattle” at the fringe of my vision…only to realize it was a herd of oryx! I quickly pointed
Brian to them and we began charting a course. Shortly we determined daylight would
abandon on us so planned to return the next morning. As I scanned potential routes I
picked out a three-strand fence and a sign where I didn’t expect it. We began projecting
bearings, estimating distance, and studying maps in earnest. Despite our initial
excitement, hope was dashed as we determined the oryx were on private land. They were
knee deep in grass, with no reason to move our direction, so we reluctantly retreated,
satisfied we had identified their location then, instead of wasting our time the next day.
Brian expressed his apologies we hadn’t found any oryx, but it wasn’t his fault. I was just
happy he had been crazy enough to try, and he didn’t complain a peep during our hike to
the truck by headlamps. We crossed the area from our list and changed locations yet
again.
Earlier in our hunt Brian had relayed a funny story about his youngest son Colton.
Apparently on a fishing trip that summer he stumbled upon a huge toad. Colton jettisoned
his fishing gear and focused all of his energy on catching said toad. Forget big fish, boats,
and expensive rods and reels: it was all about the toad. Throughout my hunt whenever
we happened upon an interesting critter such as a horned lizard, inevitably one of us would
blurt out “Forget about oryx, let’s catch that lizard!” When we hunt, we hunt HARD, but a
little fun and games helps when the action is slow.
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Forget oryx, let’s catch this horned lizard!
We relocated again and hiked the next morning in some broken country, not classic oryx
savannah, but intriguing based on digital scouting. Right off the bat we crossed an oryx
track perhaps a week old. We glassed, hiked, and traveled up and down arroyos, and
repeated, but didn’t encounter additional tracks. At one point I heard a faint buzz as we
traversed an arroyo, but I knew my cell phone was turned off. I froze, turning my head to
identify its source and soon spied a well-camouflaged little rattler a few feet away.
Between his diminutive size and his lethargy from the cool weather his rattle was pathetic.

Don’t tread on me! (We opted not to catch this critter)
We hiked and glassed until dark but failed to turn up any oryx, so pulled out to explore yet
another area the following day. Brian is a companion of almost constant encouragement.
I wasn’t overly worried, I figured it was only a matter of time before we found something,
but Brian’s enthusiasm was comforting.
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Almost time to move elsewhere
We drove at night to reserve daylight for actual hunting. The following morning sunrise
was breathtaking!

Awesome start to our day!
We began hiking at dawn and within the hour came across fresh tracks and droppings to
confirm we were finally in the right place at the right time!

Fresh sign!
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We continued to hike and glass with renewed vigor. Much of the terrain oryx call home is
fairly open and flat, making glassing difficult and stalking equally hard. Sometimes broken
terrain or subtle rises provide better vantages, which we took advantage of wherever we
could. By mid-morning we still hadn’t sighted an oryx. I was ready for a call to Mother
Nature and sent Brian ahead toward a small rise.

Open country

Glassing

Abandoned windmill served as raptor perch
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Another mile of…nothing
I joined Brian and he reported nothing seen so he heated a burrito on his Jetboil stove. I
took a seat, produced snacks of my own and casually scanned the area. Brian pulled out
his rangefinder and aimed it toward a yucca bush. “That’s odd,” he mused, “I can’t seem
to get a reading”. It turned out to be simply a matter of wiping the dusty lens to allow
reflected laser light back into the unit to have it back in business.
We munched for nearly 10 minutes before Brian stood up. “Psst…oryx RIGHT THERE!”
he hissed. I initially thought he might be joking, but this was definitely NOT a joking matter,
and Brian’s frozen stance confirmed he was serious. I slowly rose to peek over his
shoulder and spied a pair of oryx staring at us no more than 100 yards away! Brian later
explained they had risen from their beds a cut and been nearby the entire time we dorked
around filling our bellies and bemoaning not finding oryx. As I eased down to get my rifle
both turned and trotted behind some brush slightly below our resting spot.
Figuring they were close, and with little time to get organized, I quickly crawled ahead,
hoping to catch them as they stepped from behind the mesquite thicket. In my haste I
didn’t grab my rangefinder (clipped to my backpack) or my shooting sticks (assumed I’d
shoot prone or off my knee at close range). Brian scrambled behind me and like a good
wingman nudged me with my shooting sticks and whispered the oryx were at 220 yards
as they emerged and turned to look our way (good thing he had checked his rangefinder
minutes earlier!) Stability is always best, so I perched my rifle on the sticks in a seated
position and lined up on the animals. Brian whispered “the oryx on the right has two
horns”. Which I could see. Honestly I was leaning toward shooting the oryx on the left
because it appeared to be a bull (bigger body), although one horn was broken. At Brian’s
urging I decided to go with the one on the right.
They gawked toward us, trying to figure out what they had glimpsed, but our camouflage
worked because they stood frozen for over a minute as I waited for my target to turn
broadside. Eventually I decided my hold was steady and the crosshairs barely waivered
on its chest, so I whispered to Brian I’d take the frontal shot rather than risk them wheeling
and darting away. “Do it - you got this,” Brian encouraged in a whisper.
BOOM! The oryx dropped like a stone, and then bounced upright. I was confident of a
lethal hit but anytime an animal is standing my motto is “keep shooting”. Apparently that’s
Brian’s motto too because he immediately hissed “Shoot again”. BOOM! The oryx was
down for good, both shots in the kill zone and my insurance proven unnecessary.
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We both broke into grins! Things had gone from zero to hero in an instant, as is often the
case. The key is perseverance. If the negative thoughts take root and cause one to give
up early, the end result is an empty freezer. But if one can keep grinding and pushing
through the doldrums, success is frequently an oh-so-sweet reward. A stunning cow with
34” horns in my case. And arguably the most delicious game animal in our state.

Me and my wingman
We snapped photos and relished in our success as we butchered the beast and placed
cuts of meat into game bags and into the shade to cool. We believed it possible to make
one heavy haul to the truck and avoid a return trip for a second load.
Brian filled his backpack and groaned as he evaluated the bundle. Brian thought he had
loaded the bulk of the meat into his pack, but I had the added weight of head and horns.
“The hunter’s burden”, Brian quipped. We helped each other don our backpacks and
began to march. I was hurting right away and uncertain I could make it the two miles.
Brian seemed spry, or at least he didn’t let on he suffered. He had forgotten trekking poles
so I lent him one of mine, which I missed; however, it was worth it for an extra packer.
I had to call for rest breaks wherever we could take a reasonable seat from which we could
rise again. I felt like a wimp, believing Brian’s load to be the heaviest. We pressed on
and after an hour and a half of pain thankfully deposited our loads at my truck and
experienced the blissful sensation of walking on the moon: without our packs our feet
seemed to float above the ground!
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The evening rays of the sun beamed a wonderful conclusion to our hunt
Not to boast, but I later weighed our loads: not counting our backpacks, binoculars, water,
and other miscellaneous gear Brian hauled a whopping 77 pounds…my load was 95
pounds…no wonder it hurt so bad!

Another trophy for the wall and the freezer!
We wrapped up our year with a final bow when Brian and I escorted his eldest son on his
oryx hunt in December. After Robin’s and my success and plenty of time afield we had
narrowed down our areas to focus on.
Early in the hunt Brian and Caleb blew a stalk when a bedded oryx spotted them, but we
encouraged Caleb that he would get another chance.
Caleb made good on the next opportunity. We made a great stalk to close the distance in
relatively open terrain. Caleb killed a monster bull with one well-placed shot. The bruiser
was crowned with 38” horns and capped off an incredible season for our team!
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Big bull in the crosshairs

Caleb and rightfully-proud dad with a bruiser bull!
What a year we have had – I can’t wait to see what 2020 has in store for our team!
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